Anadyne wishes to share its response to the COVID-19 pandemic with your company,
your employees and their families at what is proving to be a very challenging and
changing time for everyone.
We continue to provide testing where requested, and understand limiting interaction
with one another is a key strategy for limiting the spread and impact of the Coronavirus.
To this end, your attention is drawn to the fact that Anadyne’s boothless On-Site hearing
testing option is also in close keeping with current social distancing practices:
A) Our individual testing method minimizes the gathering people in groups, reducing
airborne particle transmissions that are elevated by standing and sitting together.
B) Anadyne’s boothless on-site hearing testing option gives employers an
alternative to cycling their workforce through a shared tight enclosure that may
have just been occupied by someone else.
Out of abundance of concern for the health of our clients and staff at all sites where
Anadyne is testing, we adhere to our usual hygiene guidelines as well as taking some
additional measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 14 day minimum for rescheduling is suspended during government lockdown
Anyone who has traveled outside the US, have any flu-like symptoms, or have
been in contact with anyone with COVID, must postpone their test.
Our technicians wear mouth masks during testing and sanitize their hands
between tests
Per CDC regulation, we are asking screening questions of those who present for
testing.
We sanitize headsets and handheld instruments in between hearing tests
Our employees are staying home if they or their family feel sick.
No shaking hands or hugging patients. Nothing personal, but we will save that for
another time 😊

We continue to monitor current events and directives from local and national authorities,
and comply with local and national regulations and orders. Please don’t hesitate to call
with any specific needs or concerns you may have. We are here to help you and your
people.
Thank you,
The Anadyne Team
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